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Abstract
Understanding local-scale transport and dispersion of pollutants emitted from trafﬁc sources is important for urban
planning and air quality assessments. Predicting pollutant concentration patterns in complex environments depends on
accurate representations of local features (e.g., noise barriers, trees, buildings) affecting near-ﬁeld air ﬂows. This study
examined the effects of roadside barriers on the ﬂow patterns and dispersion of pollutants from a high-trafﬁc highway in
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA. The effects of the structures were analyzed using the Quick Urban & Industrial Complex
(QUIC) model, an empirically based diagnostic tool which simulates ﬁne-scale wind ﬁeld and dispersion patterns around
obstacles. Model simulations were compared with the spatial distributions of ultraﬁne particles (UFP) from vehicular
emissions measured using a passenger van equipped with a Differential Mobility Analyzer/Condensation Particle Counter.
The ﬁeld site allowed for an evaluation of pollutant concentrations in open terrain, with a noise barrier present near the
road, and with a noise barrier and vegetation present near the road.
Results indicated that air pollutant concentrations near the road were generally higher in open terrain situations with no
barriers present; however, concentrations for this case decreased faster with distance than when roadside barriers were
present. The presence of a noise barrier and vegetation resulted in the lowest downwind pollutant concentrations,
indicating that the plume under this condition was relatively uniform and vertically well-mixed. Comparison of the QUIC
model with the mobile UFP measurements indicated that QUIC reasonably represented pollutant transport and dispersion
for each of the study conﬁgurations.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, a number of human epidemiological studies have reported associations between
population’s proximity to high-trafﬁc roadways and
adverse health effects that include respiratory,
cardiovascular, birth, cancer, and mortality impacts
(e.g., Pearson et al., 2000; Wilhelm and Ritz, 2003;
Peters et al., 2004; Jerrett et al., 2005; McConnell
et al., 2006). Several air quality monitoring studies
have measured elevated concentrations of a number
of air pollutants near roadways including ultraﬁne
particles (UFP, aerodynamic diameter o0.1 mm)
(Zhu et al., 2002a, b; Sapkota and Buckley, 2003;
Kittelson et al., 2004). The majority of particulate
matter (PM) mass emitted by motor vehicle
combustion occurs in the PM2.5 size range, with
mass median diameters generally between 0.1 and
0.2 mm for gasoline and diesel vehicles (Cadle et al.,
1999; Durbin et al., 1999; Kleeman et al., 2000). The
number of particles emitted by gasoline and diesel
vehicles occurs primarily in the UFP size range, so
the occurrence of high concentrations of these
particles near the road likely represents primary
combustion emissions from motor vehicles on that
road. As a ﬁrst approximation, we used the number
concentration of UFP to examine initial dispersion
patterns from the roadway.
The initial dispersion of pollutants from trafﬁc
emissions will likely be affected by vehicularinduced turbulence (Kalthoff et al., 2005) and by
local obstacles, such as noise barriers, buildings, and
vegetation. These barriers are common features of
high-trafﬁc roadways, particularly those which run
through populated areas. These features may block
dispersion, increase turbulence and initial mixing,
and ﬁlter or otherwise enhance deposition (Tan and
Lepp, 1977; Madders and Lawrence, 1985; Veerabhadra Swamy and Lokesh, 1993; Hölscher et al.,
1993). Wind perpendicular to the barrier may lead
to an upward deﬂection of air ﬂow caused by the
structure, which could increase the apparent release
height of the pollutant and increased vertical mixing
due to the ﬂow separation at the top of the barrier
(Lidman, 1985). In addition, a recirculation cavity
forms in the lee of the structure. For noise barriers,
studies have reported that this recirculation cavity
can extend between 3 and 12 wall heights downwind, be well-mixed and often has substantially
lower pollutant concentrations (between 0% and
80% of the roadside values) (Nokes and Benson,
1984; Paul-Carpenter and Barboza, 1988; Hölscher
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et al., 1993; Veerabhadra Swamy and Lokesh,
1993).
A number of regulatory line source dispersion
models used in vehicular trafﬁc assessments exist
(e.g., CALINE, Benson, 1992; Nagendra and
Khare, 2002). These models are simple Gaussian
plume models, and do not explicitly simulate the
complex ﬂows around individual structures. Thus,
these models may not adequately represent local
near-roadway concentrations for common complex
road conﬁgurations within the ﬁrst few hundred
meters from roadside obstacles.
The objective of this study was to explore the
effects of roadside obstacles on the near-ﬁeld
dispersion patterns of trafﬁc emissions. We used
two independent methods to investigate the effect of
a barrier on pollutant concentrations with wind
perpendicular from the road: ﬁne-scale numerical
modeling and direct measurements of UFP using a
mobile monitor.
2. Modeling approach
Characterizing the dispersion in the near road
environment requires the use of modeling tools
capable of resolving complex ﬂow patterns induced
by roadside barriers. We used the fast-response,
mass-consistent diagnostic wind-ﬁeld model Quick
Urban & Industrial Complex (QUIC) (version 4.3;
Los Alamos National Laboratory/University of
Utah) to simulate the airﬂow patterns and dispersion of pollutants in the near-road environment and
explore the effects of roadside barriers on air
quality. QUIC predicts the airﬂow patterns and
resulting dispersion of contaminants within complex
urban areas (Pardyjak and Brown, 2003; Pardyjak
et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2005a, b; Gowardhan
et al., 2006). QUIC predicts velocities and concentrations at uniformly spaced grid cells throughout a
complex three dimensional domain of interest. The
predictions are time-averaged and represent steadystate conditions.
In this study, we used the QUIC model to
simulate transport and dispersion of pollutants
from a portion of a roadway running through a
suburban area. The EPA conducted a ﬁeld study in
July and August, 2006, near a heavily-traveled
(125,000 vehicles per day) 8-lane segment of
Interstate 440 (I-440) in Raleigh, North Carolina,
USA (351490 2800 N, 781360 5400 W) (Fig. 1). Mobile
monitoring and on-site meteorological measurements were made as part of this ﬁeld study.
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Fig. 1. Aerial map of the near-road ﬁeld study site along I-440 in Raleigh, North Carolina showing locations of mobile measurements
(teal) using a GPS sensor.

The domain contained two adjacent land-use
classes downwind from the road: (1) an open
mowed-grass lawn with a few isolated stands of
trees and no roadside barriers with a wide singlestory building (used as an adult educational facility)
occupying the central open area 120 m away from
the road and (2) a suburban neighborhood with
many tall trees interspersed among one- and twostory houses and a noise barrier adjacent to the
highway.
For the QUIC simulations, we modeled the
domain at 2-m resolution (700 m along the road
by 500 m away from the road by 50 m in height) that
included the ﬁeld study site measurement locations
(Fig. 2). Within QUIC, the complex geometry of the
site was modeled using solid non-permeable simple
shapes (blocks and cylinders). We explored the three
representations of the ﬁeld site, each progressively
increasing in complexity: (1) A ‘‘base’’ case consist-

ing of a uniform ﬂat domain with no obstacles and
no noise barrier. (2) A ‘‘noise barrier-only’’ case,
where a noise barrier (6 m tall, 352 m long, and 2 m
wide) extended along the domain parallel to the line
sources. (3) A representation of the highly complex
‘‘ﬁeld study site’’ including the barrier, buildings,
and vegetation (Fig. 2). The buildings and stands of
trees were modeled as solid, non-porous, rectangular blocks, with heights approximated from photographs taken at the site. The locations and lateral
dimensions of the blocks were made directly from
the aerial photograph (Fig. 2). Vegetation was
modeled using solid blocks because QUIC currently
has no ability to model ‘‘porous’’ blocks. Care was
taken to leave openings between the vegetation
blocks to ensure that ﬂow was ‘‘disturbed’’ (with
enhanced vertical and lateral mixing) rather than
blocked. Solid blocks representing stands of vegetation have been previously used in QUIC simulations
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Fig. 2. Plan view of the QUIC modeling domain. The legend indicates the height of the structures.

of wind velocity in the desert (Bowker et al., 2006,
2007).
To predict the ﬂow patterns, QUIC applies an
empirical formulation of the ﬂow around each block
within the geometry, and then applies mass conservation to the resulting ﬂow ﬁeld. The parameterized representation of the ﬂow around an individual
block consists of two essential features: (1) a region
of slow, recirculating ﬂow on the windward side of
the block (Pardyjak and Brown, 2003; Bagal et al.,
2004); (2) a large wake-effect region on the leeward
side of the block characterized by a recirculating
cavity zone as well as a zone of depressed velocities
(Pardyjak and Brown, 2003; Pardyjak et al., 2004;
Singh et al., 2006). The parameterization for the
length of the leeward recirculation zone at ground
level, Lc, used in QUIC is
!
Lc
1:8W =H
¼
,
(1)
H
ðL=HÞ0:3 ð1 þ W =HÞ
where H is the height of the barrier, W is the
crosswind length of the barrier, and L is
the thickness (Pardyjak and Brown, 2003). For the
noise barrier in the modeling domain (6 m tall,
352 m long, and 2 m wide), Lc is about 58.4 m (9.7
barrier heights).

The velocities around each individual block vary
directly in magnitude with the input boundary layer
velocity proﬁle. We assume neutral atmospheric
stability class and that the input velocity proﬁle is
logarithmic


u
zd
U ref ¼ ln
,
(2)
z0
k
where k is Von Karman’s constant (nominally 0.4),
z (7 m) is the height for the reference wind speed
Uref, u* is the friction velocity (m s1), z0 is the
roughness length (m), and d (m) is the zero-plane
displacement height (assumed to be zero).
Upwind of the study domain consisted of
relatively ﬂat and uniform single-story buildings at
a slightly lower elevation than the highway. This
downslope resulted in the tops of the buildings
being essentially even with the elevation of the
surface of the roadway. Although Grimmond et al.
(1998) report an average z0 of 0.7 m for residential, commercial, and mixed use areas in suburban
settings, we chose a z0 of 0.05 m as more appropriate
to match the ﬂow conditions at the site.
The reference wind speed, Uref, was 2.25 m s1
(with standard deviation 0.3 m s1). This value was
found by averaging 11 consecutive 10-min average
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wind velocities during the time period the mobile
van was taking measurements (7 August 2006 from
8 to 10 AM, EST) used in the model-to-monitor
comparisons. The 10-min averages were created
from 10 Hz sonic anemometer measurements collected by an instrument mounted on a trailer 20 m
from the road at a height of 7 m above ground. We
also determined the average wind direction measured by this sonic anemometer (2081 with a
standard deviation of 51). This translates to a wind
direction of 1801 in the QUIC coordinate system,
exactly perpendicular to the road.
The concentration predictions within QUIC
(Williams et al., 2005a, b) were based on following
the trajectories of simulated neutrally buoyant
‘‘massless’’ particles released at a rate of 5000
particles per time step (1 s) along two line sources.
Each line source (692 m long and parallel to the
X-axis at a height of 1 m) was intended to simulate
the tail-pipe releases from one of the trafﬁc
directions of the highway. The line sources were
located at Y ¼ 20 and 0, 32 and 12 m away from
the noise barrier, respectively. Several line sources
were used since QUIC does not simulate rectangular
block volume sources, and does not include vehicleinduced turbulence.
Particles released from the line sources underwent
a ‘‘random-walk’’ through the domain based on the
predicted wind velocity ﬁeld. The particles also
‘‘diffused’’ based on ‘‘turbulence’’ levels, in part,
derived from the model-predicted velocity gradients.
The concentration value for a grid cell was
calculated by summing the number of particles
within the cell at each time step. Within each grid
cell, we computed the time-averaged concentration
for 900 s (after a 300 s time period to reach an
equilibrium state).
We varied the time step, grid cell size, averaging
time, number of particles released, and placement of
the line sources relative to the barrier, resolving the
simulations to the point where the time-averaged
concentrations were stable and no longer sensitive
to small changes in these variables.
3. QUIC model results
The QUIC simulations showed the inﬂuence of
the roadside barriers on the airﬂow and pollutant
dispersion patterns. The time-averaged horizontal
dispersion patterns at a height of 1 m above ground
for the three simulations (base, barrier-only, and
ﬁeld-site) are shown in Fig. 3. For all three

Fig. 3. Plan view showing horizontal concentration patterns
simulated in QUIC at a height of 1 m for the three simulations
(a) base case, (b) sound barrier only, and (c) the ﬁeld site.
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simulations, the QUIC concentration values were
normalized by the median concentration value
found in the open area of the base simulation at a
height 3 m above ground (which corresponds to the
air intake of the mobile van); speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst
row of grid cells along the leading edge of the access
road, from X ¼ 400 to 640 m at Y ¼ 14 m. This
location was chosen because the concentrations
were quite high, and should favorably compare with
the mobile measurements since the emissions from
the highway were just moving a short distance
across ﬂat, open terrain. Generally, the highest
concentrations were seen in close proximity to the
highway. High concentrations persisted near the
ground in the open areas for all three simulations,
but were substantially reduced in the lee of the
noise barrier for the barrier-only and ﬁeld-site
simulations.
The patterns of pollution dispersion followed the
airﬂow patterns. The presence of obstacles perturbed the ﬂow streamlines. As expected in the
velocity patterns for the noise barrier simulations,
the ﬂow streamlines moved vertically up and over
the barrier (Fig. 4). A wake region in the lee of the
noise barrier was characterized by slow velocities, a
recirculation zone, and lower concentrations relative to the base simulation.
Fig. 5 shows vertical cross-sections of modeled
concentrations for the three simulations (base,
barrier-only, and ﬁeld-site conﬁgurations) in the
area behind the barrier. Each vertical cross-section
represents the median cross-wind concentration
modeled for that portion of the domain. The
highest and most-extensive concentrations were
seen in the open terrain base simulation, due to
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the lack of vertical mixing and dispersion of the
plume. The wind movement over the noise barrier
lifted the plume relative to the base simulation
(Fig. 4). The relative concentrations in the lee of the
barrier for the three simulations are seen in Fig. 6a,
showing horizontal concentration proﬁles along the
lee side of the barrier (median values from Y ¼ 14
to 34 m) at a height of 3 m. The highest concentrations were found for the base simulation, followed
by the ﬁeld-site (barrier with trees) simulation
(50% of the base simulation values), and ﬁnally
the barrier-only simulation (5% of the base
simulation concentrations) (Fig. 6a). Little pollutant mixed down into the recirculation cavity for the
barrier-only simulation, leading to extremely low
concentrations. Veerabhadra Swamy and Lokesh
(1993) found similar patterns for lead deposition
around solid and vegetative barriers, showing
essentially no lead from trafﬁc emissions in the lee
of the barriers.
The concentrations for the barrier-only and ﬁeldsite simulations were approximately the same as the
base simulation in the open area near the road
(from X ¼ 400 to 690 m) (Fig. 3). Enhanced
concentrations were predicted by QUIC where the
noise barrier ends (at about X ¼ 350 m), suggesting
that plume material from the front of the barrier
was moving laterally and being swept downwind at
the edge of the barrier.
Differences were seen in the concentrations
downwind of the barrier recirculation zone area
for all three simulations (Figs. 5 and 7a). For the
barrier-only simulation, results suggested that after
the plume was elevated by the barrier and passed
over the recirculation zone, it returned to ground

Fig. 4. Elevation view showing ﬂow streamlines for the ‘‘barrier only’’ case. Flow is from left to right. A large recirculation zone is present
downwind of the sound barrier.
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Fig. 5. Vertical alongwind sections showing the median cross-wind concentration behind the barrier as a function of downwind distance
for (a) the base, (b) barrier-only, and (c) ﬁeld site simulations. The line sources are at X ¼ 20 and 0 m. The barrier is at X ¼ 12 m.
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Fig. 6. Normalized cross-wind concentration proﬁles (at 3-m) taken along the access road parallel to I-440 (median values from Y ¼ 14 to
34 m) for (a) the three different QUIC simulations (base, sound barrier only, and ﬁeld site), and (b) the mobile measurements for two
classes of particulates (75 nm, black and 20 nm, yellow diamonds) over a 2-h period compared with the QUIC simulation of the ﬁeld site.

level. Thus, concentrations were 35% higher
where the plume reattachment occurred (80 m
from the second line source at Y ¼ 0) compared

with the base simulation. At greater distances from
the road, the barrier-only concentrations remained
higher, approaching the base simulation values
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near the edge of the domain (Fig. 7a). The base
simulation contrasted with the ﬁeld-site simulation
(noise barrier and vegetation), where the plume was
extremely well-mixed vertically after encountering
the barrier and going through the trees leading to
decreased average concentrations at all downwind
distances.
4. Comparison of model estimates with observations
Observations from mobile measurements collected at the site were compared with QUIC model
predictions to evaluate roadside structure effects
and evaluate model results. Fig. 1 shows the route
along which a mobile monitoring van identiﬁed
temporal and spatial patterns of pollution for the
complex study domain. Highly time-resolved measurements of UFP were collected while sampling
continuously and driving through the domain. The
resulting concentrations were recorded as functions
of location and time using a global positioning
system (GPS). The driving route was selected to
cover the two scenarios of interest in the study
domain (Fig. 1). By driving through the areas with
and without a noise barrier next to the road, and
also on transects away from the road that had no
barriers and noise barrier and vegetation, the
effects of these features on the concentration ﬁeld
were characterized. Because the concentration ﬁeld
varied not only spatially but temporally, the same
route was traversed multiple times during the study
period, with each route taking generally 10 min to
complete. At a 1 Hz sampling frequency, this
resulted in 600 concentration measurements for
each route. Since trafﬁc activity on I-440 did not
signiﬁcantly vary over the 10-min sampling period
for each route, we assumed that emission rates
during the measurement time periods were relatively
constant. For the comparisons with QUIC, we
selected a 2-h time period (7 August 2006 from 8 to
10 AM EST) during which the wind was essentially
constant and perpendicular from the roadway. To
obtain a reliable statistical description of the mean
and variability in concentration at each point and to
Fig. 7. Normalized concentrations as a function of downwind
distance (at 3 m) for: (a) the three different QUIC simulations
(base, sound barrier only, and ﬁeld site); (b) the mobile
measurements in the open area and the QUIC model for the
base case; and, (c) comparison between mobile measurements and
the QUIC model for the ﬁeld site in the region downwind of the
sound barrier in the residential neighborhood. For all cases, the
sound barrier is located at X ¼ 12 m.
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create spatial maps of pollutant concentrations, we
averaged all the measurements that occurred within
each 20  20 m2 area over the course of the
measurement time period. Thus, each point comprised the average of 60 individual point measurements. A detailed description of the modeling
platform and the methodology to create spatial
maps is given in Khlystov and Ma (2006).
Number concentrations of 20 and 75 nm particles
were measured using two identical differential
mobility analyzer—Condensation Particle Counter
(DMA-CPC) combinations. Standard parts from
TSI Inc (TSI 3071 DMA and TSI 3010 CPC) were
used to build the instruments. The DMAs were
operated at 10 L min1 sheath ﬂow rate and
1 L min1 sample ﬂow rate. One DMA was set to
a constant voltage, selecting a nearly monodisperse
aerosol 20 nm in diameter. The other DMA was set
to a voltage corresponding to 75 nm. The particles
selected by the DMAs were counted by the CPCs at
10 Hz. The particle counts were converted to
number concentrations using the charging efﬁciency
for the particles at that size. To obtain information
on other particle sizes and to assess how the
variability at one size compares with the variability
at other sizes a limited set of runs were made
over the same route during which one instrument
was sampling 20 nm particles at 10 Hz, while the
other was operated in the SMPS mode (Wang and
Flagan, 1990) measuring the size distribution in the
range 12–300 nm with the time resolution of 20 s.
For the comparison of QUIC model results with
observations, we selected two bins from the entire
distribution of the observed UFP size range: 20 and
75 nm particles. All the concentrations from the
mobile measurements were normalized by taking
the median value in the open area along the access
road directly adjacent to the highway. Comparison
of normalized measurement data with normalized
modeling data allowed for an assessment of
pollutant transport and dispersion from the roadway without needing to account for background
pollutant concentrations or changes in trafﬁc
emission factors over long time-periods.
Similar gradients were identiﬁed in the mobile
measurements as in the QUIC results (Figs. 6b, 7b
and c), though minor differences were seen in the
absolute magnitudes and rates of decay with
distance. In general, the measured concentrations
were highest in the open area directly adjacent to I440, while the concentrations in the lee of the noise
barrier at an equivalent distance from the roadway
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were 60% of the concentrations in the open area
(Fig. 6b).
The concentrations of both the 20 and 75 nm
particles decreased with distance from the road,
with the rates for the open transect (Fig. 7b) higher
than for the residential area (Fig. 7c). Qualitatively
comparing the QUIC simulations and the measurements in both transects, the decay rates appeared to
be similar, though initial concentrations and differences in the mixing zones led to some offset in the
rates.
5. Summary
At the local-scale, features such as noise barriers,
trees, and buildings can have dramatic effects on the
initial dispersion of pollutants from roadways,
inﬂuencing concentrations up to several hundred
meters from the road. For winds perpendicular to
the roadway, under neutral stability atmospheric
conditions, noise barriers appeared to inﬂuence
dispersion patterns in three ways. First, the plume
moved up and over the noise barrier, simulating an
elevated source. As with elevated sources, plume
reattachment occurred further downwind. Second, a
recirculation wake region formed in the lee of the
barrier, and concentrations were reduced compared
with an open area with no barrier. Third, when the
elevated plume encountered other downwind obstacles (e.g., trees or buildings), increased mixing
occurred leading to decreased pollutant concentrations. Further research is needed to identify the
effects of these structures under varying wind and
topographic conditions.
Predictions from the diagnostic wind ﬁeld and
dispersion model, QUIC, were compared with
mobile measurements of UFPs in this study. The
comparisons suggested that QUIC adequately
reproduced the complex ﬂow and dispersion patterns around the roadside structures, demonstrating
potential value as a diagnostic tool for this
application. Further evaluation of this model will
likely be necessary before using this model in
regulatory and urban planning applications.
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